BE IN QUICK BEFORE THE NZ$
DEVALUES FURTHER
now proven
for reliability
and
performance
with
significant
sales last year

THE SUPA SHAKER WITH CLASS AND PREFORMANCE.
FEATURES ARE:

*
*
*
*
*

HANDLES FROM 0.5 TO 20 LITRES,
SIMPLE CONTROLS, BUT SMART
FUNCTIONS,
IS QUIET,
WELL ENGINEERED AND STRONG,
FANTASTIC VALUE.

STOP PRESS .........................................................
We have stocks for delivery now so don’t delay as it is
highly likely that the current NZ$ will not last. We
guarantee you will be impressed with its sophistication and
its value for money.
CTL (Coating Technologies Ltd),
Ltd), 16 Aetna Pl, Henderson,
Henderson, PO Box 2020-221 Glen
Eden,
Eden, Auckland 1007.
1007. ph 09 837 0897 fax 09 837 3736 email:
email: robin@cotec.co.nz

The

COTEC SUPA SHAKER

combines the latest in high speed paint

mixing concepts and technology.
We have for you a rugged, reliable and efficient
paint mixer that handles from 0.5 to 20 litres
easily.
Its strong construction and robust engineering
means you get performance when it counts and a
value that’s truly amazing.
The pail is automatically measured and clamped
with the speed being calculated to match the
size of the container.

There is a unique “easy load” facility,
(where the bottom holder slides out
giving direct access to load the pail).
This saves stooping and back problems.

The front control panel allows for easy selection of drum size, speed and mix time.
There are safety features including emergency stop, safety door interlocks and
“unbalanced” stop.
For a strong, quiet, robust, effective mixer at a price that will amaze you, you
can’t go past the

COTEC SUPA SHAKER.

STOP poorly mixed paint …..get the COTEC SUPA SHAKER to
do it for you!!
CTL (Coating
(Coating Technologies Ltd)
Ltd), 16 Aetna Pl, Henderson,
Henderson, PO Box 2020-221 Glen
Eden,
Eden, Auckland 1007.
1007. ph 09 837 0897 fax 09 837 3736 email:
email: robin@cotec.co.nz

